Workshops European Summer Academy
European Identity in Times of Crisis (EITC)
European Summer Academy 2017: Myths of Europe – April
29th to May 8th
Title: Video/Film
Workshop Trainer: Achim Böcking
Workshop description
Objectives of the workshop
Create a video by means of mobile phones. The partcipants should get basic
knowledge about finding a story or a theme, about the research of pictures, music
and content, about operating pictures and sound, about dramaturgy and film editing.
Point of departure
Maybe the students feel inspired by the idea of Europe and European politics. Or
they get inspired by the place in Greece and by the people they meet during the time
of their stay. Perhaps they want to take as point of departure the Greek mythology.
Results intended:
The results may consist in documentaries or in fictional films, for example a
documentary about the meeting in general, or a documentary with a special theme
such as the daily life of people living around.
The students can also tell by means of the video metaphorical tales about Europe,
such as about refugees, poorness, travelling, new horizons, hate and love, the
change of nature and living. The videos can be published on YouTube.
Methods of work:
After a short introduction and the exchange of ideas, the partcipants will be invited
to work in small teams (ca. 3 participants per group) to realise their ideas. The
rhythm of teamwork, group meetings and personal feedback will be determined by
the group together with the instructor. Number of participants: not more than 12
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Preparation:
People interested in the workshop should study the possibilities of their mobile
phone, concerning the camera. They are invited to get some knowledge over Greece
and the place of the meeting and to read tales of the Greek mythology.
are going to produce a video of 3 mns length in a small working group.
Subjects:
- documentary of different workshops of summer academy
- portraits of participants
- documentary of the local surroundings including geographical, cultural,
historical aspects
- short interpretation of the theme of Summer Academy
What you have to bring with you:
a smartphone
a selfie stick
at least 1 mini SD-card
a laptop or an ipad
What you can prepare:
Please provide storage place on your smartphone
Look on YouTube for tutorials ("make a video with your mobile phone")
Biography
Achim Böcking
38 years old - looks younger
Does Media Coaching and Media Design for Video since 2005
Which includes:
Camera Operator, Sound Recordist, Producer and Director for different Companies
and Broadcasting Stations in Germany.
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